
JoJo Maman Bébé Navy Spot Maternity Tankini

PRODUCT: JoJo Maman Bébé Navy Spot Maternity Tankini ( www.jojomamanbebe.co.uk )

  

DESCRIPTION: A maternity swimwear set with a navy and white spot design, consisting of a
tie halterneck tankini with internal shelf bra and briefs with under bump panel. Made from 80%
polyamide and 20% elastane. Available in small, medium and large sizes, and in a variety of
other designs, including navy floral, red spot, and mosaic print. Machine washable at 30
degrees.

  

GOOD POINTS: For mums-to-be who want to feel stylish and sexy this summer on the beach,
look no further than the gorgeous range of maternity tankini sets from  JoJo
Maman Bébé. 

  

In particular, the Navy Spot Maternity Tankini is a really attractively designed comfortable
tankini set, with navy background covered in ordered large and small white circles.
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JoJo Maman Bébé Navy Spot Maternity Tankini

 The tankini top is made from a really good quality material, with a mix of polyamide and
elastane to ensure enough stretch to cater brilliantly for growing bumps, and its decent length
ensures discrete coverage around the middle.

  

The top also has an internal shelf bra to provide added support, along with a thick tie halterneck
that can be adjusted to suit size and shape.

  

The briefs are in matching design, and have a brilliant stretchy bump panel for extra support
that can be worn either over the bump or folded down below it.

  

The range is available in small, medium and large sizes, and a very useful size guide can be
found on their website .

  

In our opinion, this is a lovely tankini set with a great quality design and finish, to give comfort
and confidence to any new mum or mum-to-be!

  

BAD POINTS: The range may not be suitable for women with larger busts.

  

PRICE: £28

  

  

Click here  to go to all product reviews

  

Click here  to go to all articles
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